TR
RENDS IN AC
CHIEVING LIN
NEARITY WH
HILE INCREASING EFFICIEENCY AND LLOWERING
COSTSS IN HIGH PO
OWER RF AM
MPLIFICATIO
ON
One of th
he missions of Triad RF Systems is to push the boundariess of linearizing RF Solid State
Power Amplifiers (SSSPAs) while maintainingg a price struucture that aallows our p
products to meet
the custo
omer's cost targets. We
e have strucctured the ccompany in such a wayy to achievee this
goal. Our founders have over 20
2 years of experience developingg linearizatio
on techniques to
improve the distortion productts of SSPAs in RF radioos. They devveloped an entire com
mpany
around an
a open‐loop
p predistortion method which was eeventually so
old for said ttechnology.
The key engineers moved
m
on, sttarted Triad RF, and havve developeed enhanced
d technologiies to
further push
p
linearizzation techniques beyon
nd the originnal open loo
op model. Th
his was donee due
to the problem thatt open loop
p linearizers require a ppredictable PIN vs. POUT curve of th
he RF
amplifierr. Since Claass A device
es compress with a pre dictable currve, they wo
ork best witth an
open loo
op linearizer. See Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Tyypical PIN vs. POUT Curve of
o a Class A SSPA and Op
pen Loop Lin
nearizer
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Class A amplifiers can be simply characterized as constant DC current draw, regardless of RF
output power, which means no matter what RF power the amplifier produces, the DC current
draw will change very little. Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) is a typical Class A device technology that
has been around since the 70's and 80's. SSPA's that use GaAs typically are linear as far as
intermod distortion products (IMD) are concerned, however, when operating at their peak
linear region, their efficiency can be typically 10% or less. In other words, only 10% of the DC
power put into the amplifier comes out as RF power. For example, if a unit requires 100W of
DC power, 10W goes to RF power and 90W is dissipated as heat. This type of technology was
acceptable when ample air conditioned rooms were available to keep the amplifiers operating
at reasonable temperatures. This is why there are fairly large buildings below most radio
towers. This type of infrastructure and cooling is very costly for the wireless providers which
prompted them to find other more efficient solutions.
The other problem with this type of solution is that over the years, thanks to the lack of
knowledge of the general population in regards to the dangers of radiation emitted from RF
transmitters, it has become increasing difficult to build more infrastructure in populated areas
to meet the ever increasing demand for wireless data.
One of the solutions to overcome these problems is to build smaller base stations that produce
less RF power, and cover less square miles. This allows more bandwidth per user to be available
since less people occupy the cell at any given time. One of many obstacles to this solution is the
inability to cool the transmitters, as they would sit out in the elements and can only rely on
convection cooling. This requires the transmitter to be very efficient since this type of cooling
can only remove a limited quantity of heat. Since the SSPA typically generates the most heat in
an RF radio, it requires the most improvement in technology. One of the improvements is to
utilize Class AB or B circuits in order to make higher efficient SSPAs. These types of amplifiers
draw less DC current when they operate backed off from compression, and then draw more
current as they are pushed to compression. A Class AB SSPA operating at compression or
saturation, typically have efficiencies near 30 to 50%. Due to the inherent structures of these
types of amplifiers, the IMD products are unacceptable to transmit high bandwidth signals that
require high linearity in order for the receiver to correctly receive the data. Another issue with
Class AB and B circuits is they do not compress in a very predictable manner compared to Class
A designs. As an AB amplifier is pushed to its peak power capability, there typically is some
expansion, then some compression, and finally full compression. See Figure 2.
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Figure 2. An example of a PIN vs. POUT curve of a Class AB SSPA
As Figure 2 shows, to model this type of curve with an open loop linearization is quite difficult.
In order to properly linearize this type of curve, a closed loop method that incorporates
feedback is required.
SSPAs that use linearized Class AB circuits have been development over the last two decades to
meet these technical challenges. Most if not all of the 3G and 4G base stations being deployed
around the world today utilize some sort of linearization to Class AB amplifiers. Most are very
complex and require significant circuitry to meet all of the linear specifications. These amplifiers
are also built over seas in order to keep the costs down. Many of these types of amplifiers
operate in a narrow frequency band which allows the complex linearization methods to work
quite effectively.
Triad RF has taken the position to develop linearization methods that significantly improve the
IMD products of Class AB and B SSPAs using less complexity in order to save cost. We also plan
on developing circuits which allow us to linearize higher frequency bands that are often ignored
since the quantity of units required are low for many of the larger players to pay attention too.
Triad RF recently linearized an amplifier incorporating laterally diffused metal oxide
semiconductors (LDMOS) using a closed loop linearization system. The unit was run only a few
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dB backed off from compression. See Figures 3 and 4 for the before and after linearization plots
using a standard CW 2‐Tone test.
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Figure 3. Class AB SSPA Before Linearization
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Figure 4. Class AB SSPA After Linearization
As can be seen, the improvement is significant. What is equally important is that even with the
improved IMD performance, the amplifier is operating at 33% efficiency. Our goal is to have
similar results near 50% which will result in a much cooler running SSPA, allowing the provider
to transmit more carriers in a given small cell, satisfying the growing demand of users. In order
to meet the 50% goal, other amplification technologies will be utilized such as gallium nitride,
GaN. This technology has shown great promise in creating amplifiers that operate with
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efficienciies of 50/60%, while allo
owing predistortion tec hniques to iimprove thee IMDs generated
to an accceptable le
evel. Man
ny larger co
ompanies haave already implementted and shiipped
linearized
d GaN amplifiers in tele
ecom base sttations, how
wever, at thiis time, the frequency b
bands
are quite
e narrow.
This type
e of linearizaation also im
mproves sign
nals with complex modu
ulations that have high peak
to average ratios. To
T avoid cliipping of th
he output deevice, a FETT that has h
high peak p
power
capabilities is requirred. For exxample, if th
he peaks arre typically 7 to 10 dB higher than
n the
average power, the device
d
mustt have the po
ower capabiilities to han
ndle the peak power, bu
ut can
be biased
d at a point needed to operate
o
at th
he average ooutput power. This maxximizes efficiency
since the
e peaks occu
ur only a fraaction of the
e operating ttime, and lin
nearity is still reasonable for
linearizattion. Efficie
ency is also
o maximized
d since the device is b
biased for th
he lower leevel a
majority of the time
e. As mentio
oned earlierr, linearizatioon of a Classs AB devicee is more diffficult
due to th
he expansio
on characteristics of the
e power curvve. With ou
ur closed loop linearizer, we
were ablle to achieve up to 17 dB of impro
ove as show
wn in Figuress 5 and 6 prrovided belo
ow in
Adjacentt Channel Po
ower (ACP) with
w a class AB
A GaN devi ce and operrating at 5W average pow
wer.

Figure 5.
5 5W Doherrty Amplifierr ACP Measu
urement - Prre-distortion Off
(~- 37.5 dBc ACP
P)
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Figure 6.
6 5W Doherty Amplifierr ACP Measu
urement - Prre-distortion On
(~16 dBc ACP
A
Improve
ement)

Although
h this type of linearizatio
on is more expensive
e
a nd complexx than our open loop de
esign,
we believ
ve it can be done cost effectively
e
wiith some of the new tecchnologies th
hat are comiing to
market such as chip sets from companies lik
ke Linear Te
echnologies. These new
w circuits will also
be comp
patible with high
h
peak to
o average signals
s
and modulation bandwidthss greater tha
an 40
MHz. This will also allow
a
users in the non-c
common ba nds the sam
me benefits that users in the
cell phon
ne bands currrently enjoy
y.
In summary, Triad RF
R has show
wn capabilitie
es in linearizzing Class A and Class AB circuits.. We
have exp
pertise and the understanding of the
e complexitie
es and bandw
width limitations of each
h type
of lineariz
zer, open loop and closed loop. We
e also have expertise in
n understand
ding the pross and
cons of each
e
FET technology. i.e
e. GaN, LDM
MOS and Ga
aAs. Depen
nding on cusstomer needs, we
can mak
ke an ampliffier using th
he best FET
T/linearizatio
on technolog
gy in order to maximize
e the
linearity and
a efficienc
cy paramete
ers while at the same tim
me, minimize
e the associa
ated costs.
Please visit our webs
site www.tria
adrf.com or call
c us at (85
55) 558-1001 for more d
details.
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